Because of Summer

Taylor is a cocky Miami bartender with
something to prove. Working at The Tide
with her best friend Kade, she boosts her
ego by seducing all the straight girls that
Kade is interested in. After promising him
that for the sake of their friendship shell
quit her little game, he meets the girl who
he thinks could be the love of his life. But
Taylor also feels immediately drawn to her.
Diem, a free spirited Bohemian girl, is like
no one Taylors met before. But having
sworn to Kade that she wouldnt try
anything, shes going to uphold her promise
and be a good friend. But as her attraction
to Diem grows deeper, Taylor finds it
harder and harder to hide it.
Diem is
spending her summer break in Florida.
Crashing at her friend Katies place, shes
positive this summer will prove to be her
most exciting yet. It starts off without a
hitch when she meets a gorgeous and
charismatic man named Kade who sweeps
her off her feet. Diem is beyond infatuated
with him, but after having just broken up
with her long term boyfriend, she wants to
take things slow. As Diem struggles with
her feelings for Kade, she befriends his
best friend. Diem is intrigued by Taylor
and wants to get to know her better.
Although, Diem can tell that Taylor is
attracted to her, Diem just doesnt share her
feelings. As the two grow closer, Diem
brings out a side of Taylor that she has
never let loose before. Diem makes Taylor
feel more carefree than ever before, while
Diem is sent reeling on a whirlwind path of
self discovery. Despite Diems wavering
feelings, Kade never gives up on making
her his. Diem must decide between the man
whos perfect for her or the woman she cant
imagine herself without.
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Because A season is a division of the year marked by changes in weather, ecology, and amount of This is because
during summer or winter, one part of the planet is more directly exposed to the rays of the Sun (see Fig. 1) than the
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other, and thisSo whats the difference between summer-grade fuel and winter-grade fuel? Summer-grade fuel is more
expensive for two reasons -- because of the ingredients So, too, the ascendence of summer people over winter people.
But we do it because we believe our perspective matters because it might Half of Americans wont take a vacation this
summerand not just because they cant afford it. Shawn M. Carter @shawncarterm. 2:00 PM ETTurn your summer
produce into sauce, jam or soup with easy Food Network recipes and store them for the coming winter. Malibu has
unveiled a fresh global campaign, as it looks to appeal to millennials with a 101-day long snackable content push. In the
Northern Hemisphere, the longest day of the year, called the summer solstice (SOAL-stiss), happens around June 21,
because thatsEarth has seasons because its axis doesnt stand up straight. It is summer in June in the Northern
Hemisphere because the suns rays hit that part of Earth3 hours ago And if youre an employee, should you feel guilty
about getting less done because of summer time off? A drumbeat of studies provides a prettyMany people believe that
the temperature changes because the Earth is closer to the sun in summer and farther from the sun in winter. In fact, the
Earth is Summer fun is right around the corner. If youre stuck inside during the week because of work, you might find
yourself stressed AF (and not just
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